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Abstract� Many propositions in spatial and qualitative reasoning can
be modelled as regions in phase or con�guration spaces	 Deciding the
consistency of k propositions then amounts to deciding the question of
whether there exists a point which simultaneously falls into all k corre�
sponding regions	 A more di�cult problem is to decide whether there is
a point which falls only within the given k regions	 I call this feasibility
of the set of propositions	
In this paper� I present a method for deciding consistency and feasibil�
ity for convex regions using only topological inference	 It uses Helly�s
theorem to decide consistency of any set of k propositions based on in�
formation about consistency of small subsets	 Using methods of algebraic
topology� I show a su�cient method to compute a minimal skeleton of
feasible places which accurately models the connectivity between feasible
environments	
The method has been implemented	 I show how to formulate and solve
the piano�movers problem� an important problem in spatial reasoning�
using the framework	

� Introduction

Consider the two example problems shown in Figure �� Example a� might arise
in a mystery story� during construction work� a body was found at a spot x
which is known to have been visible from the north side of the house which used
to stand there� The previous owner vaguely remembers once having seen the
gardener dig a suspicious hole on the east of the house� The question is� might
the gardener be the killer� i�e� could the hole he dug be the place where the
body was found� In Example b�� the problem might be that we know certain
operating regions of a chemical plant� and have to shut it down safely from a
current operating point x without provoking either a boiler overheat or a �re�

Both problems can be formulated qualitatively using a set of propositions
involving the position of the hole �a� or the operating point of the plant �b�� More
formally� let the state of a system be expressed by a continous variable x and
its model be a set of qualitative propositions fpi�x�g� Each proposition is then
associated with a region fr�pi�g such that pi�x� is true if and only if the state x �



Fig� �� Examples of problems expressible by convex regions in two�dimensional space�
a� position of a point� b� operating regions�

r�pi�� Thus� in example a�� the proposition visible�to�north�x� corresponds
to a region outlined by dashed lines� and in example b�� boiler�overheat�x�
corresponds to another region� In most previous work� regions are intervals of
real numbers� In this paper� I consider general regions in d�dimensional space�
but with the restriction that the individual regions are convex�

I assume that the precise geometry of regions is unknown� i�e� the pictures
shown in Figure � are not available as such� Instead� through natural language
descriptions or measurements� overlap relations among small subsets of regions
are given� In d�dimensional space� I require knowledge of all simultaneous over�
laps of d	� regions and call these �d����relations
 for example� in ��dimensions�
all simultaneous overlaps of � regions are given� In the example of the pond� we
might know that there is a pole in the middle of the pond which is visible both to
the north and to the east of the house� This means that there must be a simulta�
neous intersection between the � regions� visible�to�north� visible�to�east
and pond� Further relations might be given by the fact that the pond touches
both the northeast corner of the house and the east and north courtyard walls�
and other information about the relative locations of points� In the example of
the chemical plant �b�� experience might indicate that some situations in the
shutdown regime also make the boiler overheat and the load catch �re� so that
there is an overlap between these operating regions�

I de�ne an environment E as a conjunction of a set fpig of unnegated propo�
sitions� Associated with the environment is a place P such that the environment
is true whenever the state falls within P � P is the intersection of all regions
corresponding to propositions in E� P �E� 
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r�pi�� In example a�� the
environment E  fvisible� to� north�x�� visible� to� east�x�g is true
of all positions x which fall within the intersection of the regions
visible�to�north and visible�to�east �shown by the bold dashed lines in
Figure ���

An environment and its associated place is called consistent if there exists a



point satisfying all propositions in E� which is equivalent to the condition that
the associated place is a nonempty region� In example a�� E is consistent� but
the environment E�  fvisible� to� east�x�� tree�x�g does not correspond
to any place and is therefore inconsistent� An environment is called feasible�
a stronger condition than consistency� if there is a point satisfying only the
propositions in it� In example a�� E is not feasible� since all positions x which
satisfy E also satisfy the proposition pond�x�� In most applications� feasibility is
more important than consistency� In our mystery story� my theory tells us that
it is not possible to have dug one and the same hole both to the north and to the
east of the house� i�e� the gardener is maybe not the killer after all� In process
control� feasibility is important to know that the plant can be safely shut down
by passing �rst through the condensation mode�

Somewhat surprisingly � it is possible to decide consistency and often also
feasibility without knowledge of the precise shapes of the regions� I �rst give a
simple algorithm for deciding consistency of any environment based on �d	���
relations only� The main result of this paper is an algorithm for �nding a minimal
skeleton of feasible environments such that �i� every feasible environment is a
superset of an environment in the skeleton� and �ii� any feasible trajectory is
modelled by a sequence of adjacent feasible places� The skeleton is again obtained
using only topological inference on the �d	���relations� In process control� �b�
in �Figure ��� this skeleton could be used to �nd a path for bringing the process
to a certain state while avoiding dangerous situations� In section �� I show how
a robot motion planning problem can be formulated and solved using convex
regions and their minimal skeleton�

Fig� �� Situation A and B have the same pairwise relations� but the intersection of all
three regions is consistent only in A�

This work has been inspired in part by work on the logic of binary spatial
relations ���� �� ���� In these approaches� situations are modelled as conjunc�
tions of binary relations among regions� However� in situations with more than
� dimensions� such a representation is insu�cient to answer queries about the
consistency and feasibility of environments of propositions� as shown by the ex�
ample of Figure �� However� reasoning with binary relations can often be done in
polynomial time� and may also be used for tasks such as qualitatively simulating
a dynamic process ����



Section � of this paper describes the theory and algorithms for deciding con�
sistency of a set of regions� Section � gives an algorithm for computing homology
groups which is required for the method of Section �� Section � formulates the
piano�movers problem as a problem of qualitative spatial reasoning� and shows
the solution obtained using the methods I describe�

� Deciding Consistency� Feasibility and Connectedness

In this section� I present three algorithms for �i� �nding all maximal consistent
�and feasible� environments� �ii� �nding all minimal feasible environments� and
�iii� �nding adjacencies between environments�

Maximal Consistent Environments�An environment is consistent if the
corresponding regions have a simultaneous intersection� This can be decided
from the �d	���relations using Helly�s theorem ������

Theorem�� A set R of n convex regions ri in d�dimensional space has a com�
mon intersection if and only if all subsets of d 	 � regions � R have an inter�
section�

The set of all consistent environments can be summarized by the set of max�
imal environments� consistent environments for which there is no superset which
is also consistent� Note that any maximal environment is also feasible� i�e� there
must exist a point where only the propositions in E hold� All subsets of a max�
imal environment are also consistent� but not necessarily feasible�

Minimal Feasible Environments� Recall that I call an environment E fea�
sible if there is a point satisfying only the propositions in E and no others�
Contrary to consistency� feasibility of an environment E implies neither that
any superset nor that any subset of E is also feasible� Furthermore� I will show
below that it is impossible to compute feasibility of an arbitrary environment
using only local �d	���relations�

Topological inference is su�cient to compute all minimal feasible environ�
ments using only �d	���relations� In many reasoning tasks where feasibility is
important� the minimal environments are in fact the most interesting ones� as
they represent those solutions which require a minimal set of assumptions� Fur�
thermore� the minimal feasible environments are equivalent to the maximal con�
sistent environments of negated propositions� if E is minimal feasible�

S
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is a maximal consistent set of negated propositions�
The algorithm for computing all minimal feasible environments works under

the following assumptions�

� the union of regions in the universe U is a simply connected region without
holes�

� the union of regions is bounded by a frame of regions which are never part
of any query� but for which all �d	���relations are known�



When these two assumptions hold� the presence of a feasible environment can
be detected by considering the changes the topology of U undergoes as parts are
removed� Figure � shows the principle for computing minimal environments� It

Fig� �� The Universe U is a simply connected region in con�guration space� bounded by
a frame� An environment E is feasible if removing its associated place P �E� leaves a
�hole� in U This can be detected considering the part of U which overlaps P �E�� shown
in black and called the overlap set of E�

is based on the Alexander duality ����� in algebraic topology� For the purposes
of this problem� the Alexander duality states that removing a simply connected
interior region P of dimension d from a simply connected space U of dimension
d will leave a �hole� characterized by the existence of a homology group �����
of rank d � �� Because of the frame� all places which might be considered will
always be interior� and because of convexity of the regions� they will be simply
connected� For such places and environments� the following theorem holds�

Theorem�� An environment E is feasible if and only if ��� it is consistent�
��� removal of the associated place P �E� �the intersection of all regions corre�
sponding to propositions in E� from U changes the topology of U from simply
connected to a space with a hole� i�e� U �E has a non�empty homology group of
rank d� ��

Proof� if� Suppose that E was not feasible� i�e� any point within P �E� also sat�
is�es some other proposition px� Then removal of P �E� cannot a�ect the con�
nectivity of U � since all points in P �E� would be part of some other region in U �
Thus� the conditions imply that E is feasible�
only if� Any feasible environment E must be consistent by de�nition� and P�E� is
interior because of the existence of a frame� Suppose that removal of P �E� does
not leave a hole� Then� all points in P �E� also satisfy some other proposition�
and E is not feasible�

ut



However� I do not know of any algorithm for determining the topology of
the space U � P �E�� The algorithm for deciding whether a region is simply
connected� which I present in section �� is only applicable to a union of a set
of convex regions� Thus� the feasibility criterion can be applied computationally
only when region U � P �E� can be represented as a union of convex regions�
This is the case when environments are minimal� since the boundary of a minimal
environment is formed exclusively by convex regions� Therefore� the method only
applies to the detection of feasible environments which are also minimal�

Since the removal of the intersection of regions in P �E� a�ects the topology
of U only through the parts of U which actually overlap it� the way its removal
a�ects the topology can be computed by only considering the regions of U which
actually overlap P �E�� called the overlap set O�P � �see Figure ��� When removal
of P creates a hole in U � the topology of O�P � must also contain this hole�

In general� an overlap set O�P � whose topology is di�erent from that of P
cannot completely cover all points in P so that P must be feasible� Since each
of the individual regions is convex� the topology of a place is always simply con�
nected� Thus� all places whose overlap sets have a nonempty homology group
of rank � d� � are also feasible� In fact� I show below that these environments
are join places which make up the connections between minimal feasible envi�
ronments� In Section �� I shall give an algorithm which allows deciding whether
the overlap set of a place is simply connected or not�

Connectivity� In many cases� we are considering a state space where trajecto�
ries correspond to behaviors of a device� I de�ne a qualitative trajectory between
two environments x and y to be a sequence of feasible environments such that
there exists a precise trajectory requiring only the propositions in these environ�
ments in the given order� Furthermore� I require the trajectory to be minimal
in the sense that each environment speci�es the minimal set of propositions re�
quired to traverse the space� I de�ne the feasible skeleton of the space to be
the graph whose set of paths is exactly the set of minimal feasible qualitative
trajectories�

When two points x and y are within the same minimal feasible place Pmin�
but possibly in di�erent subregions� a minimal trajectory between x and y is the
composition of a trajectory passing from x to a point z � Pmin and from z to y�
If place P� is contained in place Pmin� any pair of points x � P� and z � Pmin

can be connected by a path through a sequence �P�� P�� P�� ���� Pmin� of places
such that for all Pi� Emin � Ei � E�� i�e� the path never traverses any regions
not already contained in P�� Thus� there is always a trajectory from any feasible
place to a minimal place such that regions are monotonically removed� For two
points in the same minimal feasible environment� the only assumptions required
for a trajectory between them are those which hold at the points themselves�

When the two points x and y are in di�erent minimal environments� the
trajectory between them is composed of three parts� the trajectories from x to a
minimal place and to y from another minimal place� and the trajectory between
minimal places� This is illustrated in Figure ��



Fig� �� Connectivity of places� A path from x and y is composed of a path from x to the
minimal place P�� a path along the minimal skeleton from P� to P�� and a path from
P� to y� Note that all environments on the path from x to a point in P� are subsets of
E� � R� � R� and require only the propositions which hold at x itself� The path from
P� to P� passes through two join places �shaded�� in this case P� � P� and P� � P��

Two minimal places P� and P� are adjacent if they overlap each other� as
shown in Figure �� Moving from a point in P� to a point in P� is possible only
by moving through a join place J � as illustrated in Figure �� which contains at
least all regions in E� � E�� Note that the join place is included in both P�
and P� and thus provides a minimal feasible path between the two places� Join
places thus complete the minimal skeleton of the space�

Join places are identi�ed by the following property�

Theorem�� The overlap set O�J� of a join place connecting two adjacent min�
imal places P� and P� has a homology group of rank d� � or smaller�

Proof� I refer to the situation shown in Figure �� As P� and P� are connected via
a join place J � removing P�� P� and Ji from U leaves a single �hole�� Thus� the
overlap set O�P��P��J� contains exactly one homology group of rank d��� As
P� and P� are only connected through the join place� removing just P� and P�
from U leaves two separate holes� Thus� the overlap set O�P��P�� has exactly
two homology groups of rank d� �� Since J � �P��P��� the di�erence between
the overlap sets O�P��P�� and O�P��P��J� is exactly J � and removing J from
O�P��P�� removes one homology group of rank d� �� Following the theory of
Mayer�Vietoris sequences �see section ��� this is possible only if the intersection
contains a homology group of rank d��� But this intersection is just the overlap
set O�J�� When d � �� there may be a more complex structure where join places
are themselves connected by other join places� The same reasoning then applies
recursivly to show that the overlap set of these places has a homology group of
rank d� �� d� �� ���� ut



Fig� �� Any trajectory between two adjacent minimal places must pass through a join
environment� The overlap set of any join place �shown in black� must have a homology
group of rank d� � or smaller� In this case� d	
 and so a homology group of rank d�

means that the overlap set is disjoint�

Since a join place is always characterized by the presence of homology groups
of rank less than d� �� it can be found using a similar criterion as that used for
�nding minimal feasible places themselves�

Adjacencies passing through join places are now simple subset�superset rela�
tions� minimal place P is directly adjacent to join place Q if and only if P � Q
and there is no other Q� such that P � Q� � Q� This is the basis for computing
the feasible skeleton of the universe U � a graph whose nodes are the feasible
minimal� maximal and join places� and whose arcs are the adjacencies given by
the subset�superset relations�

UsingMinimal andMaximal Environments to Decide Feasibility� Knowl�
edge of the minmal and maximal environments partitions the set of possible
environments into three sets�

� feasible� minimal and maximal feasible environments found by the two al�
gorithms above�

� infeasible�
any environment E such that ��Emax�Emax � E or ��Emin�Emin � E�
i�e� which is a superset of a maximal environment or a subset of a minimal
feasible environment�

� possibly feasible�
any environment E between a minimal and a maximal environment� i�e�
��Emin� Emax�Emin � E � Emax�



Fig� �� The environment �R��R���R�� is inconsistent in a� but consistent in b�
�shaded region�� The two situations can be distinguished by characterizing the overlaps
more closely� However� these relations cannot be composed� In c�� no relation between �
regions can indicate that the overlap of �R��R�� R��R�� �black� exists only with region
R�� i�e� that �R��R�� R��R���R�� is inconsistent�

While consistency can be decided unambiguously� feasibility can only be de�
cided for a subset of the environments� Figure � shows that the information
present in the �d	���relations is insu�cient to infer more� situations a� and b�
have the same �d	���relations� but the set of feasible environments is di�erent�
This is due in part to the fact that �d	���relations only express consistency� but
not feasibility� By considering �d	���relations based on feasibility� more preci�
sion can be obtained� These relations would distinguish� for example� the case
where the overlap between A � B is completely contained in C from the case
where the overlap A�B is also feasible without C� These inclusion relations are
in fact a generalized version of some of the relations used in ��� �� for pairs of
regions�

However� as Figure � c� shows� these relations are not su�cient to rule out
all inconsistent environments� as it can happen that the intersection of k regions
falls entirely within a region Rk�� even though the intersection of no subset of the
k regions had any containment relation with Rk��� Thus� topological inference
is guaranteed to �nd only the minimal feasible environments�

� Computing Topologies

As was shown in the preceeding section� the skeleton of all minimal feasible envi�
ronments consists of places such that their overlap set has a topology other than
simply connected� Following homology theory ������ the topology of a space can
be represented by the dimensionalities of its homology groups� More precisely� I
express the topology of a d�dimensional set of regions by a vector �k�� k�� ���� kd���
whose i�th component is the dimensionality of the i�th homology group Hi of the
space� This number is equal to the number of i�dimensional �holes� in the space�
��dimensional holes correspond to disconnected pieces� ��dimensional ones cut



out simply connected disks� ��dimensional holes simply connected spheres� and
so on� For a simply connected set of regions� the vector will be all zero�

I now present an algorithm for deciding whether or not the topology of a
union of regions is simply connected or not� It decomposes the set by eliminating
one region at a time until only a single one remains� whose topology is known
to be all zero since it is a convex region� Assume that the current set of regions
is X  fr�� r�� ���� rkg and the algorithm eliminates rj to obtain Y  X � rj�
Consider the overlap of rj with the remaining regions in Y � which we call Z�
Homology theory �more precisely� the theory of Mayer�Vietoris sequences ����
shows that for every homology group of rank l eliminated from X� the overlap
Z must contain a homology group of rank l��� For example� if X is a torus and
Y simply connected� the removed region must have two disjoint intersections
with Y � Thus� if at each elimination Z is simply connected� no homology groups
are ever eliminated� Since none are present at the end� the original region was
simply connected� Conversely� when X is simply connected� there is a greedy
elimination order such that at every step� the intersection is simply connected�

Using the same principles� it is possible to construct an algorithm which
determines the exact topology of a set of regions� However� because of possible
ambiguities this algorithm might have to search di�erent elimination orders and
is unnecessarily ine�cient�

To compute whether the intersection of a base place B with the union of a
set of regions R  fr�� r�� ���� rng is simply or multiply connected� I apply the
following recursive algorithm homology�B�R��

�� X 	 R
�� while X 
 fg do

�a� if the intersection B �
T
i����n rn is nonempty� i�e� a subset of a maximal

consistent place� return simply�connected

�b� �nd rj � X such that the overlap rj � �X � rj� is simply connected� i�e�
has no homology groups of any rank� The topology of the intersection
is computed by calling the algorithm recursively� homology�B�� R�� with
B�  B � rj and R�  O�B�� �X�

�c� if such an rj is not found� return multiply�connected

�d� set X 	 X � rj
�� if B is consistent� return simply�connected� otherwise

return multiply�connected

If all maximal consistent places are known� the consistency tests required by
the algorithm amount to simple subset relations� and the algorithm is then very
e�cient� in spite of the fact that its worst�case complexity is clearly exponential�

Computing the Minimal Feasible Skeleton�

�� compute the set of maximal consistent environments M�
�� compute the set of candidates for minimal feasible and join environments as

all subsets shared by at least � environments in M�



�� m	 those candidates E such that O�P �E�� is not simply connected�
�� fAdjg 	 all pairs E�� E� � �M�m� such that E� � E�� but there is no E�

such that E� � E� � E��
�� return �fnodes� undirectededgesg�  �M�m� fAdjg��

� Example� the Piano Movers Problem

As an example of an application of the formalism I developed� consider the piano
movers problem ���� a problem which has drawn much attention in robotics and
spatial reasoning� In the piano movers problem� the goal is to �nd a path for
moving a single rigid moving object from an initial to a �nal position such that
it does not collide with any of the �xed and rigid obstacles�

Fig� �� Input representation of an instance of the piano movers problem� Pieces�
hatched� and cavities� shown as transparent� are numbered sequentially� The moving ob�
ject consists of two pieces� x and y� and is shown in three di�erent con�gurations� I rep�
resent its qualitative con�guration by an environment of overlaps written as a�b� where
a denotes the part of the moving object and b the region it overlaps� Thus� con�gura�
tion A � fx��� y��� y��g� B � fx���� y���� y���g and C � fx��� y��� y��� x���� y���g�
Con�gurationsA and B contain only bubbles and are thus legal� while C contains three
obstacles and is thus not legal�

In a qualitative version of the problem� positions of the moving object are
given by regions within which all points are considered equivalent� As an ex�



ample� consider the situation shown in Figure �� It shows a moving object� in
grey� and a set of obstacles� hatched� The moving object consists of two convex
regions� labelled x and y� The free space available for moving the object is cov�
ered with convex regions called bubbles� I de�ne a qualitative con�guration of
the moving object by the combination of regions� obstacles or bubbles which the
moving object overlaps�

A con�guration is a particular position and orientation of the moving object
and de�nes a point in a con�guration space ������ which is spanned by these
parameters� Con�guration space consists of blocked con�gurations where the
moving object would overlap a �xed one� called blocked space� and its comple�
ment of legal positions� called free space� I model both spaces by a universe of
two di�erent types of convex regions� obstacles and bubbles� Each possible over�
lap between a part of the moving object and part of a �xed object de�nes a
con�guration space region �c�region� of illegal con�gurations� called an obstacle
oi� Blocked space B is the union of all obstacles� B 

S
i oi� Each possible overlap

between a part of the moving object and a cavity de�nes a c�region which I call
a bubble bj� Note that in contrast to blocked space� free space is only a subset
of the union of all bubbles� as all con�gurations falling within blocked space are
excluded from it� F 

S
j bj � B

I enclose all objects by a rectangular frame FR� a set of regions which
bounds all objects� whose purpose is to ensure consistency of the topological
computation� The union of all obstacles� bubbles and frame is the universe
U 

S
iOi �

S
j Bj � FR� Note that since all of physical space is covered by

object parts or cavities� any con�guration of the moving object falls within some
c�region� The universe is therefore a simply connected region�

Because of the convexity of object parts� it is possible to show�

Theorem�� Every c�region formed by two convex pieces or cavities A and B is
a convex region�

Any con�guration of the moving object can be represented qualitatively by
the combination of region overlaps which is present in the con�guration� ex�
pressed as an environment of obstacles and bubbles� Figure � shows examples
of con�gurations and their representation by environments� An environment E
is legal if P is feasible and contains only bubbles �overlaps with open space��
Thus� the condition of non�overlap between moving object and obstacles can be
modelled as feasibility of environments�

Feasible Skeleton� Figure � shows the legal part of the feasible skeleton for
the example� It qualitatively represents all legal motions of the moving object�
A qualitative solution to the piano movers problem can be given by �rst map�
ping the initial and �nal positions to the minimal places to which they be�
long� and then �nding the qualitative path between initial and �nal place by
searching in the graph� For example� a path between con�gurations A and B
�Figure �� can be found as follows� First� I map to the minimal feasible places�
A  fx��� y��� y��g is already minimal� B  fx���� y���� y���g is mapped to



Fig� �� The legal part of the feasible skeleton for the example� All places containing
overlaps �obstacles� have been omitted� The numbering of the regions refers to Figure
� Minimal places are shown in black� join places in white�

fx���� y���g� Next� I �nd a path in the graph between the two minimal envi�
ronments� in this case the path fx��� y��� y��g � fx��� y��� x��� y��� y���g �
fx��� y��� y���g� fx��� x���� y��� y���g� fx���� y���g� Using more complete
�d	���relations �as described in Section ��� for this example it would be possi�
ble to construct a complete graph containing all feasible environments �not only
minimal ones�� This graph also contains environment B so that no mapping to
a minimal environment would be required�

I have implemented a prototype which demonstrates the topological reason�
ing techniques on the piano movers problem for two�dimensional objects� The
input to the program is given in the form of three collections of convex bitmaps�
representing the parts of the �xed objects� the moving object� and the cavities�
A preprocessor uses these bitmaps to determine all possible simultaneous over�
laps of � pairs of parts� A �rst version computes this by systematic search of all
possibilities� which is rather slow� A much faster solution consists of detecting
simultaneous overlaps in randomly generated positions of the moving object�
The implementation shows that it is possible to solve such complex planning
problems without any analytical representations�

This example shows that the minimal skeleton is powerful enough to solve
problems of real�world complexity� In this example� the qualitative representation
has the advantage that arbitrary object shapes can be dealt with at no penalty�
Currently known techniques for solving such problems with curved shapes re�
quire approximations with algebraic curves� and extremely complex and brittle
computation to determine the possible paths�

Many other applications� such as control system design ����� require similar
forms of reasoning� It is likely that topological inference can provide similar
advantages there as well�



� Conclusions

In this paper� I have presented the concept of feasibility of a set of qualita�
tive spatial propositions and given an algorithm for computing a minimal fea�
sible skeleton su�cient to answer many important queries� Note that the set
of feasible minimal environments is equivalent to the set of maximal environ�
ments of negated propositions� if Emin  p� � p� � ��� � pi is feasible� then
Nmax 

V
j�j �����i�pj is a maximal consistent environment�

Using topological rather than geometric inference has important advantages�
First� regions with curved shapes can be handled without any increase in com�
plexity� as long as they are convex� Object representations as unions of convex
parts have long been postulated in vision research ������ so this may not be a
severe restriction� Second� the methods are simpler and more robust than ge�
ometric computation� This is because �i� they do not require computing the
presence of precise points� but only the presence of regions with many points�
and �ii� topological inconsistencies which may arise in geometric computation
cannot occur here�

I am currently working on extending the robot motion planning application
to also include rotation� Another interesting direction for further work in the
context of the planning application would be to consider the use of abstractions
to speed up the computation� I am also considering the applying the approach
to other spatial reasoning problems�
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